ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The distribution of plant resources at various spatial and temporal scales normalizes the functioning of ecosystems. It is important to study the composition and distribution of plant resources for regulating the functionality of ecosystem, which standardises the global climate change and other environmental issues. Traditional methods over large and inaccessible areas are more time consuming, expensive and required massive manpower. 1 In sensitive ecosystems, intensive plant surveys are also not adequate due to soil compaction, disruption of soil organic layers, trampling, and vegetation damage. 2 Remote sensing (RS) techniques are more suitable in collecting information of landforms and distribution of plants over a massive and remote areas. RS techniques provides the data of plants in less time at multiple heights with more frequency. RS based methods offers timely and fast collection of rare plant species, and delivers data for continuous monitoring to identify the variations in the plant resources. 3 The information (data) will be collected at various resolutions based on the plant category and species type. Sometimes high resolution remote sensing images are not enough to identify and plot the exact species. Identification and preparation of distribution of plant resources useful in understanding the functioning of the ecosystems also to perceive new plants species which are more useful for food and medical purposes. Compared to remote sensing satellite images, UAV/Drone images have a much greater resolution and better flexibility in collecting the plants data at suitable time and space resolution. 4, 5 High spatial resolution with multi-spectral band images are more appropriate in identifying the individual species and to understand the various physical characteristics of the plants. In some plant investigations, it is highly difficult to identify the small and similar species by separating from the neighbour species. The advanced image processing techniques are more expedient and results efficient detection of plants. With the importance of image processing techniques in UAV/Drone images for plant research, the present study proposed a geospatial model for identification and distribution of rare plant resources using UAV/Drone images. The present paper is organized into four sections. The first section introduced the concept and significance of the study. Section 2 describes the various data products used for the study and the proposed methodology of geospatial model. Section 3 discuss the results obtained from the analysis and, section 4 outlined with concluding remarks and recommendations.
DATA PRODUCTS AND METHODOLOGY

UAV / Drone Description
DJI Inspire 2, model T650 was used to collect a set of aerial images at different altitudes at Milky Road, Aso, Kumamoto, Japan, considered as a study area. Parrot Sequoia Multispectral Sensor was fixed with the drone, which captured the plants across the four highly defined, visible and non-visible spectral bands, plus RGB imagery. Parrot Sequoia is one of the smallest and light weighted multispectral UAS sensor, which has two sensors, one is multi-spectral sensor with 4 bands (Green, Red, Red Edge and Near Infrared) and another one is sunshine sensor.
Geospatial Model
The geospatial model was developed for detection and preparation of rare plant resources distribution using UAV/Drone images as shown in Figure 1 . The aerial images acquired by the Drone were first pre-processed with band alignment of multi-spectral imagery, orthorectification and mosaicking. The band alignment was executed on the multi-spectral images to match and compile the 4 bands into a single comprehensive file. The final readable file was transformed into a unique multi-band image file. For the suitable processing, the multi-band image was converted into a TIFF-readable image format using ENVI 5.1 software. The complete study area was collected in a sequence of aerial images during each flight. Now all individual images were combined and overlapped using orthorectification and mosaicking process. All the images were processed through the software and based on geographical coordinates all individual images were set into a single image, which covered entire area of the study. The preprocessed image was further processed through image enhancement, classification and then analysed for identification of plant resources. Based on the image resolution and quality, the images were enhanced using contrast enhancement, mainly Histogram Equalization. 6, 7 After achieving the proper enhancement, the image was classified using supervised classification technique using ERDAS Imagine software. The classified image was further analysed along with filed data like soil data (pH, hardness, moisture, organic matter etc.). Then, the classified plant resources, filed data (attribute data) and topography maps were analysed using weighted overlay analysis technique to generate the final distribution map based on filed data and plant pixel intensity.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The multi-spectral images were more worthwhile in identification of several kinds of plant resources in the study area. Each spectral band provides specific information of the plant. The spectral reflectance values of Figure 3 . The Green-band image was enhanced using histogram equalization, a well-known contrast enhancement technique, which highlighted the plant features by supressing other features in the image. The histogram equalized image is shown in Figure 4 . The enhanced image was indicated the desired plant resources in the area and these resources were extracted using supervised classification technique. The identified plant resources were shown in Figure 5 . The soil data values are as shown in Tab1e 1, which were considered for analysis. A GIS based, weightage overlay analysis technique was performed with plant resources and soil data. The final distribution map was categorized the plant resources into excellent, good, moderate good and poor as shown in Figure 6 . The excellent zones are more suitable plant resources with good soil conditions. The excellent zones have high number of elements, which helps the plant existence. Similar conditions were created for the development of hotspots for cultivation of plants.
CONCLUSION
The remote sensing, GIS and GPS techniques are more appropriate methods for identification various rare plant resources and preparation of plant distribution. The field survey data benefits in efficient distribution of plant resources. The developed geospatial method was very convenient and well-organized method for identification and preparation of plant distribution. In the case of inaccessible areas, this geospatial method is more useful in identification of plant resources in a very competent manner. Drone images are more constructive in plant investigation. The multispectral images are providing various information, which is essential in accurate analysis of plant resources. Very clear images of the drone bring better accuracy in identification of plant resources. Additional number of field data sample values will advantage in well analysis of data, which results a proper and exact plant investigation. 
PICTORIAL ABSTRACT SUMMARY
• The present study was proposed a GIS, RS and GPS based geospatial model for preparing the distribution map of rare plant resources.
• The multispectral drone images were used to identify the distribution area of the plants.
• The GPS location, pH, hardness and soil moisture values were recorded during the field investigation.
• By using the image processing techniques and weighted overlay analysis spatial method, the final distribution map was prepared by categorizing into excellent, good, moderate good and poor zones based on significance of the data.
